
Activity 1

Lesson 

1
The Farmhouse Cows The Farmhouse Cows The Farmhouse Cows The Farmhouse Cows 

Pre-reading

Dictionary Reference: Learning New Words

1. Meaning of the word as used in the lesson (Adjective/Noun/Verb, etc.)

2. Pronunciation (The teacher may refer to the dictionary or the mobile 

phone for correct pronunciation.)

3.  Spellings 

appreciate loaf lump           creature 

moving cheese delicious underneath 
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Look up the following words in a dictionary. You should seek the following 
information about the words and put them in your WORDS notebook:    

Reading

Let us read the story

Rajinder got very happy that his parents had bought a farm in a village, where they 
were moving from a city. It was so different! There were small green lanes instead of 
busy streets, big trees instead of tall buildings, and a lot of animals and birds. Rajinder 
counted the animals and said to his mother, “There are thirty-two goats in the fields 
and six little kids, Mom!" said Rajinder to his mother, "and there are nine horses at 
the farm, and I saw two rabbits this morning and about twelve ducks. I could not 
count them properly because they would not stay still in one place.” “The hens would 
also not stay still”. 
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“What about the cows?” said his mother? 
“Have you counted those?” 
“I do not like cows",  said Rajinder. “They have big horns and they roar at me.”
“Oh, no,” said his mother. “Lions roar. Cows only moo.”
“Well, it sounds just like lions to me,”said Rajinder.
“I do not like the cows at all. They are bad.”
“No, they are very good friends! They give us delicious gifts.” said mother. She 
took down a jug of milk. She poured it into a mug and gave it to Rajinder. He 
drank it. “So, did that come from the cow?" he asked. mother nodded. “Well, it was 
simply delicious!”
At lunch time mother put down a dish of sweetened apples for Rajinder. He looked 
around for the custard that mother usually made for him with this dish. There was 
none. “The cow has sent you this gift instead!” said mother and she gave Rajinder 
a little jug full of thick cream. How lovely it was! Rajinder poured it all over his 
apples. They tasted much nicer than usual. “So that comes from the cow too!”, said 
the little boy. “Well, it must be a very kind animal!” “Yes it is.  All these things are 
made of cow milk,” said mother. Rajinder was surprised to know that cows give         
so much milk that his mother could make so many things out of it. 
At teatime, mother served a loaf of bread on the table with home-made jam. Usually, 
there were slices of bread and butter. “Look Rajinder, the cow has sent me a present 
too!” mother lifted up the lid of the cheese-dish, and underneath Rajinder saw a big 



  Choose sounds of animals from the given box. Write in the given blank: 

Two examples are given below. 

a cow 

a lion 

neigh , quack , croak, bray , bleat,  caw,  hoot, talk

1. a horse ____________s

2. an owl ____________s 

3. a goat  ____________s 

4. a crow ____________s 

5. a parrot   ____________s 

6. a frog     ____________s 

7. a donkey     ____________s 

8. a duck ____________s

Post-reading
Vocabulary Expansion

moos.
roars.

 Activity 2
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lump of home-made cheese. mother cut for herself a piece of 

cheese and said it was delicious. “May I put some  on my 

loaf,'' said Rajinder.

“Oh! My God!” said Rajinder. “What a nice friendly 

creature the cow is! I will not hate it any more or be 

frightened of it.” 

“There is no reason to be!” said Mother.

“I shall go and stand on the gate that leads to the cow fields 

and say thank you to the cows!” said Rajinder. “I did not know they were so kind!”

And now Rajinder is not a bit afraid of cows, and he likes them very much. He 

says they are his friends. What do you say?

 (Adapted from Five O'clock Tales by Enid Blyton) 



Activity 5

Activity 3

Activity 4

  Fill in the blanks. Select suitable words from the story.  

1. Rajinder was _____________ because his parents had moved to the village.  

2. Cows moo and lions _____________. 

3. Cows send us a lot of _____________. 

4. Rajinder pours _____________ on his apples. 

5. Mother eats a piece of _____________ at teatime.  

:

:

Learning to Read and Comprehend  

  Read each sentence. If it is correct, write 'yes' or if it is not correct then write   

  'no' in the given space 

1. Rajinder's family moved from country to town. ______

2. A cow moos. ______

3. A cow gives us a lot of presents. ______

4. Rajinder appreciates the cows in the end. ______

5. Rajinder's mother says that cheese is a delicious thing. ______

  Read the story and answer the following questions

1. What is the name of the boy in the story? 

____________________________________________

2. Where did the boy and his family come from? 

____________________________________________

3. Where does the milk come from? 

____________________________________________

4. What present does the Mother get from the cow?

____________________________________________

5. What does the boy say about the cow at the end of the story? 

____________________________________________

[ ]

[ ]

[ ]

[ ]

[ ]
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Activity 6

Learning Language

The Noun 

A noun is a naming word. It may be a person, place, animal,

thing, etc.  

Let us look at some sentences.

1. Manpreet is a good boy.

2. Chandigarh is a clean city.

3. Snakes are friends of farmers.

The words in bold are nouns. They are the names of a person, 

place, animal or a thing.

 Look at the table given below. All the words are nouns.  Add some more to the  table:

Place Person Thing Animal 

India Raghav toy dog 

Punjab Divyam flowers cat

Delhi Amit oranges snake

park  boys  bat fox

class girls tree wolf
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Activity 7

1. Common noun

2. Proper noun

3. Concrete noun

4. Abstract noun

5. Collective noun

Let us first understand the common and proper nouns.

1. Men are playing.

2. Women are running.

3. These fruits are sweet.

4. Animals are beautiful.

   All the words in bold are common nouns. 

   Write common nouns in the space given and make small sentences

1. Common Noun: _____________________

Sentence: ___________________________________________ 

2. Common Noun: _____________________

Sentence: ___________________________________________ 

3. Common Noun: _____________________

Sentence: ___________________________________________ 

4. Common Noun: _____________________

Sentence: ___________________________________________ 

5. Common Noun: _____________________

Sentence: ___________________________________________ 

Common Noun

:
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Now let us find some more information on Nouns. There are different kinds of nouns. 

They are:

A common noun is the name of people or things in general, e.g. boy, country, river, 
bridge, city, evening. Common nouns do not begin with a capital letter if the word is 
in the middle of a sentence. Let us look at some sentences:



Activity 8

Activity 9

Let us look at some sentences:

1. Radha is playing.

2. Mr Sen and Mrs Sen are running.

3. Mumbai is beautiful.

4.  Gopal slipped in the class.

All the words in bold are proper nouns.

  Underline proper nouns and encircle common nouns in the story given below

  Look at the picture given and list the common and proper nouns in the table given    

below

:

:
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Proper Noun

A proper noun is the name of a particular person, place, or thing, e.g. India, Delhi, 

Monday, Jamuna, Aman. In written English, proper nouns begin with capital letters.

Story

Amit sells ice-cream in the Atal park. His ice-creams are of different flavours: 

strawberry, vanilla, chocolate and many more. Harjot wants some ice-cream. He tells 

his mother, "I want to go to the park to buy ice-cream."  Harjot's sister, Jyoti laughs 

and claps her hands. She also loves ice-cream. Mother says, "I have to go to the 

grocer's and also to the supermarket. So let's go by our jeep. We will go to the park by 

Gandhi Road. There is less traffic there. We will reach the park soon and then we can 

buy ice-cream there." Harjot and Jyoti are very happy.



Common Nouns Proper nouns
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Activity 10

  Choose the correct option

1.  Brushing must be done at least

a. three times a day

b. once a day

c. twice a day

d. twenty minutes a day

2.  We should change our toothbrush every ________________ months.

a. five 

b. three

c. four

d. six 

3.  We should use large-headed toothbrush.

a. true

b. false

c. not given 

d. none of these 

:
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Reading a short passage

The Right Way to Brush 

Not many of us know how to brush our teeth properly. Proper brushing takes at least 
two minutes twice a day. Brushing should be gentle. Use small headed tooth brush 
because it can reach all the areas of the mouth.  You must clean the outer surfaces of 
your upper teeth and then your lower teeth. You must clean the inner surfaces of your 
upper teeth and then your lower teeth. Also clean the chewing surfaces. You must not 
forget to brush your tongue too. Brushing of tongue removes bacteria and freshens the 
breath. You must  replace your toothbrush every three months. You must also change 
your toothbrush if you have had a cold or any other form of mouth infection. It is 
because the bristles can collect germs that can lead to the same infection once again.  



Activity 12

Activity 11

4. We should brush our teeth for about

a. two minutes 

b. 2 hours 

c. 15 minutes 

d. 30 seconds 

5. Brushing of tongue removes 

a. virus 

b. bacteria

c. saliva

d. none of these 

The first letter of each word is given. Examples: 

a) c _______cow 

b) h________hen 

1. l__________ 

2. g___________ 

3. h___________ 

4. r ___________ 

5. k___________ 

6. d__________

7. m_________

Now say them aloud to your partner 

  Speak five sentences about cow in your group using the following hints 

milk, cream, butter, moo, kind animal, delicious things, horns  

Learning to Listen 

Learning to Speak

:
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(Pairwork)

The teacher will read out the story to the students. Listen to the story carefully and 
write the names of the people/animals from the story:



Activity 13

   Fill in the blanks using the information given in Activity 12

1. A cow is a _______________ animal. 

2. Cow gives us a lot of _______________. 

3. It gives us _______________. 

4. We can make many _______________ from cow's milk like custard 

and _______________. 

5. Though it has big _______________, we should not be afraid of it. 

6.  It is a friendly _______________. 

Now remove the numbers and put the sentences above in a paragraph form.

:

COW

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________
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Activity 14

Learning to Use Language   

 Have you seen a buffalo? How does it look like?  Write 5 sentences on a buffalo on 
your own. 

 ___________________________________________________________________

 ___________________________________________________________________

 ___________________________________________________________________

 ___________________________________________________________________

 ___________________________________________________________________

 ___________________________________________________________________

 ___________________________________________________________________

 ___________________________________________________________________

 ___________________________________________________________________

 ___________________________________________________________________

 ___________________________________________________________________

 ___________________________________________________________________

 ___________________________________________________________________

 ___________________________________________________________________

 ___________________________________________________________________

 ___________________________________________________________________

u    u   u

12

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.



Activity 1

Lesson 

2
My Furry Friend My Furry Friend My Furry Friend My Furry Friend 

Pre-reading

Look up the following words in a dictionary. You should seek the following 
information about the words and put them in your WORDS notebook:

1. Meaning of the word as used in the lesson (Adjective/ Noun/ Verb, etc.).

2. Pronunciation (The teacher may refer to the dictionary or the mobile 

phone for correct pronunciation.)

3. Spellings 

   tummy nibbles tear down  conversation      quick on feet

   fuss growls frown   treat 

I brought home a puppy
He looked very happy!
Soft brown eyes!
Is very small in size 

Reading

Let us read the poem

My Furry Friend

Dictionary Reference: Learning New Words
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Black and white
Sleeps day and night
As small as a rat,
But has a tummy, so fat!

Always ready to fight
And happy to bite
Nibbles like a mouse
Eats whatever he finds in the house.

He makes a funny noise
When he tears down his toys 
He loves to be part of the fun
And listens to our conversation.

He comes and sits between us.  
And makes a fuss
You ask him to go 
He growls loudly to say NO.

picture 

14



Activity 3

Activity 2

Now fully grown,
His forehead has a frown
If you touch his food
He spoils his mood.

He loves to eat 
Always hungry for meat
He is quick on his feet
When you give him a treat. 

Vandana Lunyal

   Give the rhyming words of the following words  

1. bus  ____________ , ____________ , ______________  

2. light   ____________ , ____________ , ______________  

3. neat ____________ , ____________ , ______________  

  Read the following words / phrases and use them in meaningful sentences

1. conversation   __________________________________________

2. frown            __________________________________________ 

3. tear down   __________________________________________         

4. quick on feet      __________________________________________   

Post-reading
Vocabulary Expansion

:

:
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Activity 5

Activity 4

Learning to Read and Comprehend

  Read the poem and answer the following question

Write a few things about the furry friend of the poet.

1. _________________________________

2. _________________________________

3. _________________________________

4. _________________________________

5. _________________________________

  Read and answer

1. I brought home a puppy
He looked very happy!

What did the poet bring home?      

_________________________________________________

 _________________________________________________

 _________________________________________________

2. Nibbles like a mouse
Eats whatever he finds in the house.

What does the puppy nibble at?   

_________________________________________________

_________________________________________________

_________________________________________________

:

:
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3. You ask him to go
He growls loudly to say NO.

 
Why does the puppy growl?     

__________________________________________________

__________________________________________________

__________________________________________________

4. He is quick on his feet
When you give him a treat. 

When is the puppy quick on his feet?  

__________________________________________________

__________________________________________________

__________________________________________________

Study  the following words in the table:

Singular Noun (one) Plural Noun (many)

doll dolls

bat bats

baby babies

city cities

orange oranges

Learning Language

The Noun - Number
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Now let us look at the following sentences:

1. Radhika has one doll. Rita has three dolls.

2. Amrit got two chocolates on his birthday.

3. I have an orange in my bag.

After looking at the table and the sentences, we can understand that singular nouns 

refer to anything that is one or single to count. Plural noun refers to many things or 

things that are more than one. Examples :

     1. one orange, three oranges

2. one bird, two birds

3. one star, many stars

4. one puppy, four puppies 

To make plural from singular we add '-s', '-es', '-ies'. Also, '-f' becomes '-ves' (self - 

selves, knife-knives). Some nouns remain the same in their plural form too For 

example: sheep, fish, deer. 

Singular Plural

18



Let us look at some examples:

   

cat cats ball       balls adding -s

flag flags lion  lions adding -s

horse horses sister  sisters adding -s

goat goats owl  owls adding -s 

bunch bunches brush       brushes adding -es

dish dishes bush  bushes adding -es

tax taxes box boxes adding -es

dress dresses class classes adding -es

city cities baby         babies  (replacing -y with -ies) 

story stories lady         ladies       (replacing -y with-ies) 

family families sky         skies  (replacing -y with -ies) 

puppy puppies country        countries  (replacing -y with -ies) 

key       keys storey  storeys    adding -s 

boy       boys holiday holidays    adding -s 

play       plays monkey monkeys   adding -s 

day       days valley valleys    adding -s 

 

calf      calves         knife         knives (replacing-f, -fe with -ves ) 

thief      thieves         half        halves   (replacing-f, -fe with -ves) 

Singular Singular

Nouns ending in 

Nouns ending in  with a consonant letter before 

Nouns ending in  with a vowel letter before 

Nouns ending in or 

Plural Plural

-s, -x, -sh, -ch

 -y -y

 -y -y

-f -fe

Change
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roof roofs proof        proofs  adding -s 

chief chiefs hoof        hoofs  adding -s 

echo echoes hero        heroes adding -es

potato potatoes mango      mangoes adding -es

photo and piano take -s photos, pianos

radio radios bamboo bamboos adding -s 

cuckoo cuckoos video videos adding -s 

daughter-in-law daughters-in-law son-in-law sons-in-law adding -s

step-daughter step-daughters step-son step-sons adding -s

man men woman women 

foot feet goose geese 

mouse mice child children

ox oxen tooth teeth

person people louse lice

man-servant men-servants woman- servant women-servants  adding -s

  

Exceptions in and  rule

Nouns ending in with a consonant letter before 

Exceptions:  

Nouns ending in with a vowel letter before 

Compound nouns change the main noun

Some irregular plurals 

Some compound nouns take double plural

-f,  -fe

 -o -o

-o -o

20



Activity 6

Solve the crossword given below. You have to make plurals of the words given. 
For example 1 down is given- baby-babies  :

Write the plurals 

Across                     Down 

3. loaf 1.baby 
7. wife 2. leaf 
8. house 4. life
11. foot 5. boat
12. sheep 6. child 
15. tomato 7. woman 
19. fish 9. man 
20. river 10. potato 
22. spy 11. pitch 
23. daisy 14. box 
24. elf 16. city 
25. knife 17. bus 
26. wish 18. mouse 
28.  tooth 21. cat

27. half

1

3

10

22

25

24

20

18

17

6

8

4

7

5

12 13

15

16

19

21

23

2726

28

11

9

2
B

A

B

I

E

S 
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Activity 7

Make a list of action words used for the furry friend of the poet in the table given 

below   :

S.No.                       Verbs 

Such words that show action are called . Verbs

u    u   u
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Activity1

Lesson 

3
The Lake of the Moon The Lake of the Moon The Lake of the Moon The Lake of the Moon 

Pre-reading

Dictionary Reference: Learning New Words

 Look up the following words in a dictionary. You should seek the following   
information about the words and put them in your WORDS notebook:

1. Meaning of the word as used in the lesson (Adjective/Noun/Verb, etc.).

2. Pronunciation (The teacher may refer to the dictionary or the mobile 

phone for correct pronunciation.)

3. Spellings 

   majestic tusker severe drought prevent

   messenger reflect protection disturb to and fro

Once upon a time, a large herd of elephants lived in a jungle. Their king was a huge, 

majestic tusker, who loved his herd. 

A severe drought hit the area. There was no rain for some years. All the rivers and 

ponds dried up. Birds and animals started dying of thirst. The wild elephants suffered 

too due to lack of water. The king of elephants understood that many of them would 

die of thirst if they did not get water soon. He had to find water for his herd as quickly 

as possible. He told the elephants to go in different directions to look for water.

Reading 
Let us read the story

23



One of them found a large lake full of water in another jungle far away. 

The king was happy. He ordered all the elephants to start moving towards the lake. 

It was a beautiful lake. However, close to the lake was a colony of rabbits. The 

elephants had to pass through that colony. Thousands of rabbits were crushed to death 

and thousands more were injured. The rabbits were in a state of panic. 

Their King called a meeting. "A herd of wild elephants is passing through our 

colony," he said. "They have already killed thousands of us and several thousands 

have been injured. We must take urgent steps to prevent more deaths. I want all of you 

to think of a way to save our race."

The rabbits thought and thought. How could they stop the elephants? One little rabbit 

stood up. "Your Majesty," he said, "if you send me as your messenger to the king of 

the elephants, I may be able to find a solution." "Who said these words is not 

mentioned." 

24



The little rabbit hurried to the spot where elephants lived. He saw a group of  elephants 

returning from the lake. Right in the middle was the king of elephants. To get near him 

was impossible. "I will be crushed to death," 

thought the rabbit. So he climbed up a huge 

rock. "O king of the elephants," he shouted, 

"Hear me, please." The king heard his voice 

and turned towards him.

"Who are you?" he asked. 

"I am a messenger," replied the rabbit.

 "A messenger? From whom?"                                  

"I am a messenger from the mighty Moon." 

"Really? What do you want? Is there a message for me from the Moon?"

"Yes, yes, your Majesty. But you must not be angry with me. I am just a messenger.             

I am just doing my duty" 

"Very well, a messenger is never punished for what he says. Say what you have come 

to say. I shall not harm you. You are just doing your duty," said the elephant king. 

"Sir, the Moon says," said the little rabbit, " You, the king of the elephants, have 

brought your herd to my holy lake. You and your herd have soiled its water. You and 

your herd have killed thousands of rabbits on your way to the lake. You must know that 

rabbits are under my special protection. Everyone knows that the king of the rabbits 

lives with me. I ask you not to kill any more rabbits. If you do not agree, something bad 

will happen to you and your herd." 

The king of the elephants was shocked. He looked at the little rabbit. 

"You are right," he said. "We may have killed many rabbits on our way to the lake. I 

shall see that you do not suffer anymore. I shall request the Moon to forgive me for my 

sins. Please tell me what I should do."

 "Come with me alone," replied the rabbit. "Come, I shall take you to the Moon." 

The little rabbit took the huge elephant to the lake. There, they saw that the Moon 

reflected in the still water. "There, your Majesty, meet the Moon," said the little rabbit. 

"Let me worship the Moon," said the elephant, and dipped his trunk into the water. At 

once the water got disturbed and the Moon in the water moved to and fro. 

25



The rabbit said, "Now the Moon is angrier than ever." 

"Why?" asked the elephant king. "What did I do?" 

"You touched the holy waters of the lake," replied the rabbit.

The elephant bowed his head. 

"Please ask the Moon to forgive me. Never again, will we touch the holy waters of this 

lake. Never again, will we harm the rabbits who the Moon loves so much."

And the king and his herd went away. Soon there was rain and the elephants lived 

happily. 

It did not occur to them ever that a little rabbit had fooled or befooled? 

Same animals live or move together. The group of animals have different names. 

Elephants move in herds, rabbits live in colonies and birds flock together. 'Herds' and 

'colonies' are also collective nouns. Collective nouns are names for a 'collection' or a 

'number' of people or things.    

Let us look at some more collective nouns  

1. collection of horses - team of horses

2. group of ants - army of ants

3. group of vultures - wake of vultures

4. group of cards - pack of cards

5. group of ladies - bevy of ladies

Post-reading

Vocabulary Expansion
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Activity 3

S.No. Things/Animals Collective nouns  

1 books a basket of   ____________________________

2  flowers a bunch of ____________________________

3  cards a library of_______________________________

4  shoes a pack of _____________________________

5  fruits a bouquet of _____________________________

6  keys a pair of _____________________________

Activity 2

 Match the following things/birds with their group name:

27

Learning to Read and Comprehend

  Choose the correct option and put a tick: 

1. What happened in the area where the elephants lived?

a. there were floods 

b. there was no water 

c. there was fire in the jungle.

2. The elephant king told the elephant to go to 

a. different  Lakes

b. the moon

c. different  directions

3. What was close to the lake?

a. a big forest

b. a colony of rabbits

c. the moon



Activity 4

4. Why did rabbits panic?

a. thousands of rabbits died

b. elephants would drink all the water in the lake

c. the moon would get angry 

5. What did the king of rabbits want other rabbits to find?

a. water

b. another place to go

c. solution 

6. What did one little rabbit say?

a. fight the elephants

b. hide till the elephants go away

c. make him a messenger to the elephant king

7. What did the little rabbit climb?

a. a mountain

b. a huge rock

c. on the back of the elephant king

8. What did the little rabbit say to the Elephant King?

a. that he was the messenger of the Moon

b. he ordered the king to leave their area

c. that the elephants should be ready for a fight

9. What message does he give to the King?

a. that the elephant herd had soiled the water of the holy lake

b. rabbits were under the special protection of the moon

c. both 'a' and 'b'

10. Where does the rabbit take the elephant king?

a. a lake

b. another forest

c. none of the above

  Answer the following questions

1. What happened to the place where the herd of elephants lived?

________________________________________________________

:
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2. Where was the water found?

________________________________________________________

3. Who became the messenger?

________________________________________________________

4. Why did the water move to and fro?

________________________________________________________

5. Why did the elephant king believe that the Moon had become angrier? 

________________________________________________________

Learning Language

Noun: Gender

Gender is a type of noun. There are four types of Genders.

The names of all male persons or animals are of Masculine Gender. 

Example:  man, uncle, lion, prince, master, etc.

The names of all female persons or animals are of Feminine Gender.

Example: woman, daughter, queen, lioness, etc.

Things that do not have life are neither male nor female. They belong 

to the  Neuter Gender.

Example: knife, computer, tree, chair, table, cycle, etc.

Names that can be used for both males and females are of Common Gender.

 Example: child, teacher, student, parent, leader, etc.

Words change when gender changes.

1. Masculine Gender: 

2. Feminine Gender: 

3. Neuter Gender: 

4. Common Gender: 

29



Activity 5

Activity 6

   Sometimes the word is slightly changed before -ess is added. Some examples are 

given in the table. Complete the ones that have been left blank in the table 

[teacher must help]

      Masculine      Feminine 

God   Goddess 

waiter  waitress 

tiger  tigress   

lion  

prince 

emperor

host

duke

actor 

 Many nouns have different words for the Masculine and the Feminine. Some 
examples are done for you. Complete the ones that have been left blank in the table 
[teacher must help]

    Masculine  Feminine 

bull cow 

son  daughter  

horse    mare 

uncle

nephew 

sir   

:

:
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Activity 8

Activity 7

brother 

father 

male 

husband  wife 

goose gander 

  Sometimes half the word that shows gender gets changed.  Some examples are done 
for you. Complete the ones that have been left blank in  the table [teacher must help]

Masculine  Feminine 

milkman milkmaid

landlord landlady 

peacock peahen 

he-goat  she-goat

father-in-law 

grandfather 

son-in-law

grandson 

policeman 

 

 Some words change but their patterns are different. Some examples are done for 
you. Complete the ones that have been left blank in  the table [teacher must help]

:

:
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Masculine Gender     Feminine Gender

hero heroine 

lad  lass 

bridegroom  

widower 

sultan 

czar 

magician

  Some words are common to both genders. These words can be used for both males 
and females. Such words are called Common Gender.  Some examples are done for 
you. Complete the ones that have been left blank in  the table [teacher must help]

pilot  friend 

bird  parent 

baby  teacher 

doctor member  

child candidate 

Some words have no gender.  Such words are called  Neuter gender. Some examples 
are done for you. Complete the ones that have been left blank in the table. [teacher 
must help]

:

Activity 9

Activity 10
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Activity 11

Activity 12

Neuter Gender 

chair mountain

paper fan

book computer 

school  camera  

pencil photo

 Fill in the blanks using the correct option:  

(aunt, cow, queen, uncle, pilot, man, lady, hen, cock, duck )

1. A __________wears a crown.

2. A __________ flies an aeroplane.

3. My grandmother is an old  __________.

4. My father is a very kind and caring  __________.

5. A __________ gives us milk.

6. A __________ lays eggs.

7. My father's brother is my  __________.

8. My mother's sister is my  __________.

9. A __________  quacks all day long in the pond.

10. A __________ says cock-a-doodle-doo.

  Write the opposite gender:

1. husband - __________________

2. master - __________________

3. milkmaid - __________________

4. peahen - __________________

5. nephew - __________________

6. washer man - __________________ 
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Activity 13

7. president - __________________

8. queen - __________________

9. goose - __________________

10. princess  - __________________

  Read the story and do as directed

The king was very angry. He ordered his guards to put his minister in prison. The 
minister had argued with the king on some law and order issue. The minister was put 
in prison.

One day, the emperor went to the prison to see his minister.  The king told him, "I will 
set you free on one condition. You must bring me a horse that is neither white nor 
black nor brown nor grey." The minister was surprised at this demand. However, he 
agreed to this condition.

A week later, the minister came to the palace.

"Have you found a horse?" the King asked. 

"Yes, my Lord", the minister replied. "But  I will show him to you only on a religious 
day. The king agreed. Let me know the next religious day.

The minister replied, "I will show you the horse on any day other than Sunday, 
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday or Saturday."

The king started laughing. He was cleverly outsmarted by his minister.

The minister was set free and promoted to the next higher position.

A. Write the meanings of:

a. outsmart _______________

b. issue __________________ 

B.  Answer the following:

a. Why was the King angry?

Reading a short passage

:
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Activity 14 (Pairwork)

________________________________________________

b. Why was the minister surprised at King's demand?

________________________________________________

C.  Choose the right option.

1. The argument between the king and the minister was about

a. law and order issue 

b. religious issue

c.  war issue

2. The king ordered his guards to put his minister in prison because the minister had

a. failed to reach the palace on time.

b. not obeyed the king's orders.

c. argued with him on law and order issue.

3. The minister was surprised at the king's demand because

a. all horses are either black or brown or grey or white.

b. there were no horses in the kingdom.

c. there was no time to find a horse that the king wanted.

   Write as many words as you can think of that rhyme with the following words. 
One rhyming word is given for each word. And practise speaking them with 
your partner

1. moon - boon ,  _________  _________   _________ _________

2. looks - hooks,     _________  _________  _________  _________

3. sky - my,  _________  _________  _________  _________

4. bright - fright  _________  _________  _________  _________

:
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Learning to Write

Letter writing (Informal)

Writing a letter is an art. It has a set format that must be followed. Given below is 

the format.
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abc colony
ABC city -400005                                                     address of the writer 

Yours lovingly
Name                                                                          subscription including 
                                                                                    writer's name 

14 May 2016                                                           Date

Body of the letter                                           

(i) introduction                                                      1st para contains a short 
                                                                              description 
(ii) main content                                                   2nd para contains a 
                                                                                          long description 
(iii) conclusion + end of letter                              3rd para contains the 
                                                                              conclusion or end part 

 Write a letter to your uncle thanking him for the beautiful gift he has sent to you  :

Activity 15
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